CALUM BEST TRANSFORMATION

LET THE

TRANS
fORMATION
BEGIN

CALUM BEST: PARTY ANIMAL, RIGHT?
NOT ANYMORE!

THAT’S RIGHT, THE MODEL /
TV PERSONALITY / SOCIALITE IS PUTTING
HIS HEDONISTIC DAYS BEHIND HIM AND
BESTFIT ARE HERE TO HELP HIM WITH
AN EIGHT-WEEK TRANSFORMATION.
YOU CAN SEE THE RESULTS IN ISSUE 3…
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Picture Calum Best and you’ll probably imagine him out on
the town and pictured with a bevvy of beauties. It’s fair to say
the 33 year old knew how to enjoy himself, but like the rest of us
father time is taking its toll. Best is finding the hangovers harder
to handle now he’s approaching his mid-30s, which is why you’re
more likely to find him chilling at home with his dog rather than
stumbling out of nightclub exits in the small hours.
Calum, it seems, has turned a corner. He’s now a regular in the
gym, which is why when we suggested we give him an eight-week
MOT using the expertise of the trainers at Lomax gyms, he snapped
our hand off.

“It’s good for my brain,” enthuses Calum, fresh from another
session. “It keeps me focused and I’m seeing results already. I
just want to look my best; I want to better myself. I’ve got a clearer
head and it’s enabling me to take on jobs or consider jobs I wouldn’t
have done before.” Calum is the first to admit a clear head was not
something he experienced in his 20s.

packs of Haribo! It’s easier when I have a goal to reach for, but in
saying that I always want to enjoy what I eat. I’m always going to
enjoy the odd slice of chocolate cake.”

“From the age of 21 until about 26 I was out every night doing drink,
drugs and women,” he explains. “I’ve been through all that and I’m
not going to say I’m a changed man, or an angel, I still like to go
out now and again, but I prefer living a healthier lifestyle. I get
anxiety at the thought of going out and getting wasted and being
hungover; hangovers last for five days!

“When anyone wants to take on a period of training, they will
inevitably bring their own bad habits,” explains Dan. “They think
these habits or normal, of if they recognize they’re bad they find
it hard to change them.”

I STILL LIKE TO GO OUT
NOW AND AGAIN, BUT
I PREFER LIVING A
HEALTHIER LIFESTYLE
“I thought to myself I could keep going out every night but I know
how that story ends [Calum’s dad, George, a Manchester United
legend, died as a result of alcohol-related health problems]. So,
whereas before I used to wake up and plan where I was going that
night, now I wake up and make myself a smoothie with every kind
of fruit or veg. That’s how I want to be.
“My days now consist of work and training before going home,
cooking and chilling with my dog and a film before going to bed.
Eat, sleep, work and train. It’s a huge change from the way I was,
but I just want to put stuff in my body that makes me feel good.”
“I’ve actually stopped Calum from drinking now during the course
of this transformation,” explains Dan, one of Calum’s two personal
trainers for the next eight weeks. At the time of the interview, Best
was 24 days sober. “He’s shown he can handle himself in the gym,
but if he goes out until three or four in the morning his recovery is
going to be hampered massively. So, keeping the toxins out of his
system is going to be really important.”
However, surprisingly, the biggest issue facing Calum isn’t booze.
“His biggest challenge is sweets!” laughs Dan. “He has a real
sweet tooth. He plays football three or four times a week and he
admits having Jelly Babies or Haribo during and after these
sessions. Of course, that can help you in the short term, but it’s
pretty useless for me because it doesn’t help him in any way.”
“I like to think I have a healthy diet but I find in the evenings,
usually around 6pm or 7pm, I crave sweets – I always have,”
explains Calum. “It’s not chocolate either, it’s chewy sweets. Dan
says I’m not getting enough carbs, so I’m looking to upload them
in these first few weeks. But the one thing I’m struggling with is
cutting down on the sugar; I could easily polish off a couple of

The other issue, something that most of us face in the absence of
expert help, is developing bad habits.

“I started trying to get in shape properly about three years ago
when I joined a David Lloyd gym,” explains Calum. Unfortunately
I was lacking motivation and I didn’t want a personal trainer.
I thought I’d try and do it myself, but all I’d do was half an hour
then go and sit in the sauna!
“I’ve done a few boot camps. I like them because they help clear
the mind, but the problem was I was losing some of the muscle I
was trying to gain. Thankfully, somebody on my Twitter suggested
Lomax Gym and I gave it a try. It has these cool pods that have
everything you need; it’s like your own little section. They also have
a thing I got hooked on called ‘Real Ryders’, a bike that moves side
to side, great when you’re going at it during a spin class. Lomax
helped me get my health buzz back. I also started playing football
again and my life has become healthier. I play football four times a
week, I’m in the gym every day and I’m now looking to go for it with
this eight-week transformation.

SO, THE TASK FOR DAN IS CLEAR.
“Calum already has good strength, so the challenge is to get that
on show. To begin with, we’ve been doing some specific strength
training to see what his levels are like. As we progress, we’ll be
doing more conditioning and greater intensity on his weights.
From there we’ll do morning and afternoon sessions and we’ll
begin finishing those sessions with pad work.
“I’m going to focus on his legs to begin with because he needs to
build his core strength,” continues Dan. “He can do sit-ups until
the cows come home but when it comes to leg raises and core
stability he’s not so good. Also, by working on his legs we’re really
working his fat content, as leg exercises have great calorie-burning
potential. He hates legs with a passion. It’s hilarious and he’ll make
any excuse to not do them. I keep pointing out the benefits of the
releases of testosterone that working the legs can bring. You are
able to lift more with your upper body if your lower body is stronger.”
“I’m hating doing my legs a little bit less with every week,”
Calum laughs. “Dan makes me feel good about it, but I’ve never
really worked them before and when I look at my old man, he had
these skinny little legs – he would run around for fun! I get through
the leg sessions with a bitch and moan, but I’m here to get the job
done and I want to look the best I can look.”

So far, Calum is rising to the tasks set about by his trainers,
despite claiming he’s in “a world of pain!”
“I’ve never had a six pack!” he jokes. “I’m not saying I’m going to
get one, but I’m looking forward to seeing if I can. I just want to get
my body into that of a tall, lean healthy athlete.”
You’ll find out if Calum succeeds next month. For now, though,
you can join him by following his workout routine over the page.

CALUM’S TRANSFORMING
WORKOUT REGIME…

THE GYM
Located in the heart of Chelsea, Lomax is about getting the
best results for the time and money you have. Our unique
podular gym gives you the ability to train alone, in a class or
with a trainer, uninterrupted for an hour without sharing
equipment or competing for machines.

Prices start from as little as £10 and with no membership, you only
pay for what you use, making Lomax the best value-based luxury
service in London.

VISIT WWW.LOMAXPT.COM
FOR MORE INFORMATION.

SETS

REPS

REST

EXTRAS

Incline Bench 30 °

5

12

90s

Drop set on the last set

Incline DB Fly 45 °

4

8

60s

Decline Barbell press

4

10

45s

Cable Crossovers

4
4

12
Failure

0
60s Per Set

Focus on the negative
part of the rep and
contract (dont jerk) the
weight back up

Cable Crunch
Weighted Leg Raise
Plate Side Bend

4
4

15
8
15

0
0
60

Overhand Bent Over Row

6

(6-8)

120

Row into the belly button

Seated Cable Row

4

12

60

Drop set on the last set

Single Arm DB Row

5

6 Per Side

30

Lat Pulldown

5

10

60

Straight Arm Pulldown

4

(2×12)(2×15)

30

(8-10)

(8×5)(2×15)

120

SS Single leg lunge

Walking lunge

5
5

8 Per Leg
12

0
60

Hamstring Curl
SS Lying
Heavy KB Swing

4
4

10
15

DB Shoulder Press
SS Seated
Standing Barbell Press

4
4

6
8

0
90

Lateral Raise
SS Heavy
Straight arm Lateral Raise

5
5

6
12

0
45

EZ upright Row

4

10

60

Shrugs

7

(12-15)

45

Narrow Grip Board Press

5

5

90

Skullcrusher

4

8

60

Cable Extension

4

10

60

Rope Extension

4

(2×12)(2×15)

30

EZ Bar Curl

3

12

90

DB Hammer Curl

4

8

60

Overhand Curl

3

12

45

Trx Knee raises
TRX Pikes
Cable Russian Twist

5
5
3

10
10
8 Per Side

90
60

CHEST

EXERCISE

B2B

BACK

ABS

SS Press Ups

KEY

ABS

ARMS

SHOULDERS

LEGS

Squats

B2B

SS

Super Set - Preform both excercises
without a rest inbetween

B2B

Back 2 Back - Perform
excersices back 2 back

Put a weight vest on and
use DB for the lunges
and then just the vest for
the single leg work.

Partial reps are fine

Make sure the elbows
raise above ear height

Keep the elbows tucked
in against the body.
Keeps the elbows above
the shoulder and bend
until the bar touches the
bridge of the nose

FIND OUT HOW CALUM IS GETTING ON IN ISSUE 3
Drop Set - Continuing the exercise with a lower weight,
once muscle failure has been achieved at higher weight.

